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Answer: E
Explanation:
This is shown by the following screen shot:

NEW QUESTION: 2
The following rule and record types are invoked to determine
the endpoint for a connector.
A data page property is referenced.
The value is used by the SOAP connector to invoke the service.
The SOAP Connector is invoked.
The data transform for the data page is executed if the page is
not already available on the clipboard.
The data transform invokes a utility function to obtain the
value of a dynamic system setting.
Select the order in which these rules and records are executed.
A. 3, 4, 1, 5, 2
B. 3, 2, 4, 1, 5
C. 5, 4, 3, 2, 1

D. 3, 1, 4, 5, 2
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following statements is wrong about firewall
bandwidth policy?
A. For maximum bandwidth and the number of connections limit,
the sub-policy cannot be greater than the parent policy.
B. If bandwidth management and source NAT are used at the same
time, specify the address before conversion when configuring
source address/region matching conditions for bandwidth policy.
C. If bandwidth management and source NAT are used at the same
time, specify the address after conversion when configuring
source address/region matching conditions for the bandwidth
policy.
D. In the same set of parent-child policies, the same bandwidth
channel cannot be referenced.
Answer: C
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